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We study action detection in video.  We systematically assess the role that human 
detection can play in action detection.  We analyze the statistical properties of in-
tentional movement in action regions and propose a method that leverages such 
intentional movement without requiring explicit human detection or tracking.

We find that explicitly incorporating human detection performs worse than implic-
itly incorporating information about the intentional movement of the human.
Our action detection training is weakly supervised and bounding-box free.

Test Video Trajectories Space-Time Trajectory Graph Implicit Intentional Movement

Extract improved dense trajectories Build space-time graph on trajectories Cluster the graph into action proposals Perform recognition on the proposals

Detection-by-Recognition

Overview of Action Detection Method

Example Results

Datasets:
UCF Sports: 150 videos, 10 actions.
Sub-J-HMDB: 316 videos, 12 actions.
MSR-II: 54 testing videos, kth for training.

Comparisons:
DPM-based human detector baseline.
MVS, SDPM, FC, RDP, Tubelets, 
IDT+FV, Cao et al., Raptis et al.

Category-Independent Action Detection
  Largest component in space-time trajectory graph is considered as action.

Detection Localization

Interest Action Detection
  Classes of specific actions are known.  Results from SJHMDB shown.

Multiple Actions Per Video
  This is the more realistic case of long videos with multiple actions, on MSR-II.
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(left) Quantitative Scores.

(right) Percentage of 
ground truth actions that 
our proposals cover.

The Puzzle: Action requires the intentional movement, or movement to achieve 
some active purpose, of an actor. Yet, in works on individual action understanding 
like action recognition and action detection, 
the explicit use of human detection and sub-
sequent processing seems unnecessary.  
We focus on trajectories since these remain 
top-performing action features.

The Study: We analyze the spatiotemporal relationship between trajectories and 
the intentional motion region, by way of annotated bounding boxes. 
Trajectories are classified accordingly to this spatiotemporal relationship: 

AbsPos  All trajectory-points lie in the box
CenPos The center trajectory-point lies in the box
FstPos  The first trajectory-point lies in the box
LstPos  At least one trajectory-point lies in the box
PosVol  Ratio of box-volume to whole video volume
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S-JHMDB

Observations and Implications
1.  Trajectories are tracked well in regions of intentional 
motion / action; confirming the prerequisite for their use.  
More than 80% of the trajectories that begin on the action 
remain on the action for its entirety.
2.  Trajectories are elicited in regions of intentional motion: 
more than 67% of all trajectories occupy actions and hence 
intentional motion (only one action per video in these data). 
3.  Although the majority of trajectories are from the action, 
the relative volume of the action is low.  Hence, regions with 
a high density of trajectories imply intentional motion.

Space-Time Trajectory Graph
Define a novel distance between trajectories that emphasizes the spatiotem-
poral overlap as motivated by our intentional movement analysis.
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